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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Factory Price Leaf Stone Mosaic China Wooden Marble Waterjet Tiles

Short Description: We have wooden look mosaic marble

tiles for those who like wooden look tiles. This leaf

pattern mosaic tile contains three different kinds of

wooden marble which are originated from China. Please

check more information in the product details part.

Model No.: WPM021

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & Brown

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Wooden Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Natural marble stone mosaic is a great decorative building material with multiple textures.

The unique and wonderful decorative effect is a relatively small but not negligible design

force in interior design, and every color combination could create a unique and special effect

on your decoration. This marble mosaic design adopts waterjet machines to cut leaf shape

chips and combine them into a wavy style. The materials we use are white wooden marble,

grey wood grain marble, and anthens wood grain marble, which all originated from China.
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The wavy style looks more beautiful with the leaf-shaped chips of grey marble mosaic and

brown marble mosaic.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Factory Price Leaf Stone Mosaic China Wooden Marble Waterjet Tiles

Model No.: WPM021

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & Brown

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Wooden Marble, Grey Wooden Marble, Athens Wooden Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM021

Mosaic Style: Wavy

Product Name: Factory Price Leaf Stone Mosaic China Wooden Marble Waterjet

Tiles

Model No.: WPM010

Mosaic Style: Sapling

Product Name: Natural Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile Leaf Pattern Backsplash

Tiles

Product Application

Stone mosaics have a small unit area, a wide variety of colors, and endless combinations. It can express

the designer’s shape and design inspirations vividly. This Factory Price Leaf Stone Mosaic China

Wooden Marble Waterjet Tiles can be applied as walls and floors mosaic tiles, such as stone mosaic

floor tile, decorative stone backsplash, mosaic stone wall, and so on. You can decorate your kitchen,

bathroom, bedroom, and office with this water jet mosaic marble tile.



The perfect combination of the essence of life and the beauty of art is the maximum realization of the

living function and artistic beauty.

FAQ

Q: How to calculate the quantity for one square meter?

A: Firstly, please get the tile size from us. Take a 305x305mm tile as an example, it will need:

1/0.305/0.305=10.8, it needs about 11 pieces in one square meter. Because the tiles will cut under

installation, we suggest to buy more pieces than budget.

Q: Do you support goods return?

A: Generally speaking, we don't support goods return service. You will spend a high shipping cost to

return the goods to us. Therefore, please select the right items before ordering, you can buy and look at

the real sample first before making a decision.

Q: Do you have agents in our country?

A: Sorry, we don't have any agents in your country. We will let you know if we have a current customer

in your country, and you can work with them if possible.

Q: How long can I get your reply about my inquiry?

A: Normally we will reply back within 24 hours, and within 2 hours during working time (9:00-18:00

UTC+8).


